LETTER TO EDITOR

Management of intracranial epidermoid tumor

Sir,

The recent report on management of “intracranial epidermoid tumor” is very interesting.\(^1\) Chowdhury et al. concluded “earlier diagnosis and complete excision or near total excision of this benign tumor can cure the patient with the expectation of normal life.”\(^1\) Indeed, there are many present approaches for management of intracranial epidermoid tumor. “What the best way is” has to be further assessed. Focusing on the use of microneurosurgery, it might be the way that balances between too aggressive and too conservative management. An interesting approach is the use of minimally invasive surgery by endoscopy.\(^2\) Tuchman et al. reported their experience on using endoscopic-assisted resection approach for managing intracranial epidermoid tumors “endoscopic-assisted surgery is particularly useful for identifying and removing additional tumor located around surgical corners.”\(^2\) However, to use the microsurgery technique, the important considerations are only the availability of microsurgery tool and experience of practitioners. Furthermore, using microsurgery does not mean that there will be no chance of surgical sequelae. For example, permanent hearing loss following endoscopic-assisted surgery for epidermoid tumors of the cerebellopontine angle can be seen.\(^4\)
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